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INTRODUCTION
Lake County contracted with Fitch and Associates (FITCH) to examine the feasibility of consolidating Lake
County Fire Rescue and Lake EMS. The evaluation was to explore the potential to achieve benefits for
all of Lake County, including opportunities for increased efficiency, improved effectiveness, reduced or
avoidance of costs, impact on fire ISO ratings, improvements from streamlining purchasing,
consolidation and distribution of supplies, enhanced training opportunities, and ultimately improved
customer service.
To explore this feasibility, FITCH evaluated the current system design and compared that operation and
costs against three alternative designs. Public safety services, in Lake County and elsewhere, are highly
labor intensive. Accordingly, to deploy and operate emergency apparatus and personnel throughout the
community take significant effort – and a significant portion of budgeted public funds. The alternative
system designs explored here provide operational benefits, and some fiscal concerns. The following
analysis and framework will allow policy makers to compare the operational and fiscal impacts from
each of these competing alternatives.
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METHODOLOGY
The methodology employed in this analysis compared the current deployment and costs of services, as
delivered today by Lake County Fire Rescue and Lake EMS, against three alternate scenarios. Alternative
1 examines a County operated, third service EMS 1 program under the County’s Public Safety
Department as a new Division. Alternative 2 examines a fully integrated fire-EMS program within the
existing Fire Rescue Division. Alternative 3 explores a hybrid model where Lake EMS remains a separate
legal entity whose focus rests solely on core services – and where all other support and ancillary
functions are contracted out.
We compare current costs between these three alternative consolidations against those of the current
system. FITCH’s experience in these analyses focus largely on personnel wage and benefit costs. This
approach eliminates the argument that a smaller support function can be accomplished under one
method at a lower cost. These claims are particularly difficult to validate, and further obscure the most
significant component of cost in fire and EMS systems - that of employee wages and benefits. Other
operating costs related to equipment and supplies are assumed to be cost neutral. The ultimate
organizational configuration will take advantage of whichever purchasing or maintenance agreements
that are most advantageous to the County.
Budgets for the current fiscal year were utilized, as well as full wage information as reported on 2016 W2s for both fire rescue and EMS personnel. Lake EMS utilizes the County’s life, health and vision
insurance program, as well as insurance costs related to general liability. As noted later in this report,
differences related to leave accruals was based on each agency’s current practice. As will be
highlighted, the major difference in personnel costs involve retirement benefits.
To the fullest extent possible, FITCH utilized raw data provided by the relevant agency. Where required,
clarification was obtained directly from the appropriate agency.

The term “third service” refers to a separate government operated EMS system – where the fire department and police
department represent the other two public safety services.

1
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REVIEW AND ANALYSIS OF MAJOR CONSOLIDATION ISSUES
The following analyses and discussion are framed by major program areas and issues.
Recommendations for each topic are reflected under each section.

Fire Rescue Administration/Operations Consolidation
In considering the efficacy of consolidation between Lake County Fire Rescue and Lake EMS, three
alternatives were developed and analyzed. These different configurations were developed based on
FITCH’s experience and knowledge of similar agencies across the nation, and further tempered by the
unique characteristics that exist within Lake County.
Alternative 1 defines a structure where the County operates a third service EMS agency within the
County's existing Public Safety Department. Under this framework, EMS would become the fourth
division underneath public safety. Existing administrative and support functions, currently managed
directly by Lake EMS, would be consolidated with the County’s general government functions – in the
same manner and utilizing the same processes under which other County departments and divisions
currently make use of these support functions.
Alterative 2 fully consolidates EMS into the County Fire Rescue operation. Comparable to similar Floridabased county-operated programs that provide paramedic 1st response and ambulance transportation
services, employees under this framework would function within a single division and under a single
command structure.
Alternative 3 represents a hybrid system. today, Lake EMS today is incorporated as a Florida not-forprofit corporation. Under this alternative, the day-to-day provision of services would continue to be
provided under this same legal structure. These day-to-day services would include the deployment,
staffing and operation of ambulances throughout the county. However unlike today, the existing nonoperational services (human resources, accounting, information technology) would be contracted out by
Lake EMS to Lake County government.

Recommendations
Depending on the policy alternative pursued, the Figure below summarizes organizational changes that
would occur under each of the three alternatives. The first column reflects Lake EMS’s existing
organizational structure and functions. For each of the current Lake EMS functions, the recommended
Lake County government agency who would have future responsibilities, under each alternative, is
shown.
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Figure 1: Lake EMS - Alternative Organizational Structures
Alternative 1:
County 3rd Service

Alternative 2:
Integrated Fire Rescue

Alternative 3:
Hybrid System

County Public Safety Emergency Medical
Services (EMS) Division

County Public Safety Fire Rescue Division

Lake EMS

Field

County Public Safety Emergency Medical
Services (EMS) Division

County Public Safety Fire Rescue Division

Lake EMS

Quality Development

County Public Safety Emergency Medical
Services (EMS) Division

County Public Safety Fire Rescue Division

Lake EMS

County Human
Resources

County Human
Resources

County Human
Resources

County Public Safety Communications
Technologies Division

County Public Safety Communications
Technologies Division

County Public Safety Communications
Technologies Division

Facilities Maintenance

County Facilities and
Fleet Management
Department

County Facilities and
Fleet Management
Department

County Facilities and
Fleet Management
Department

Logistics

County Public Safety
Department

County Public Safety
Department

Lake EMS

County Fiscal and
Administrative Services
Department

County Fiscal and
Administrative Services
Department

County Fiscal and
Administrative Services
Department

County Facilities and
Fleet Management
Department

County Facilities and
Fleet Management
Department

County Facilities and
Fleet Management
Department

County EMS Division
EMS or external
contract

County Fire Rescue
Division or external
contract

Lake EMS or external
contract

Accounting

Clerk of the Court Board Accounting

Clerk of the Court Board Accounting

Clerk of the Court Board Accounting

Information Systems

County Information
Technology
Department

County Information
Technology
Department

County Information
Technology
Department

Current
Administration
Operations

Human Resources
Communications / Dispatch
Support Services

Procurement

Fleet Maintenance
Financial Services
Patient Billing

The table above provides the framework under which we will consider each of the major
components/functions of a consolidated fire rescue and EMS system.
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911 Dispatch
Current Organization & Operation
EMS operates as a secondary Public Safety Answering Point (PSAP) to five (5) primary PSAP's, with the
Lake County Sheriff’s Office being the largest of those. Currently, twelve (12) of the thirteen (13)
fire-rescue agencies within Lake County are dispatched by Lake EMS personnel for both EMS and
fire calls. The current Lake EMS dispatch center currently utilizes Zoll RescueNet CommCAD to
provide dispatching functions. However, support for this system is anticipated to become obsolete
in 2018, therefore requiring consideration of a new CAD for fire and EMS dispatching. The Lake
EMS Communication Center is accredited by the International Academies of Emergency Dispatch in
both Medical and Fire dispatch and utilizes the priority dispatch system to allow for incident
prioritization.
Communications dispatchers must follow and implement individual and often disparate dispatch policies
and procedures for the numerous fire departments and jurisdictions it services. As a result, each fire
incident is manually reviewed prior to dispatch to ensure compliance with the respective agency’s
policies. This requirement can delay the dispatch of units and adds complexity to the dispatch function.
Management rotates qualified personnel between call taking and dispatching. This practice ensures that
personnel maintain a high level of protocol compliance and allows the flexibility to assign qualified
personnel to multiple positions as needed.
As reported by communications personnel, the Center’s established call flow methodology creates a less
than optimal data collection and analysis process. For example during spikes in activity, emergency 911
calls that are not answered within a specified time frame automatically “roll over” to administrative
lines and ring until answered. These 911 calls are then counted as an administrative call even though
they are emergency calls for service.
There are five primary Public Safety Answer Points (PSAPs) operating in Lake County along with Lake
EMS Communications Center which is a secondary PSAP. The primary PSAPs receive initial 911 calls
based on call routing protocols. Law enforcement resources are dispatched by the primary PSAPs, while
all EMS and fire calls are transferred to the LEMS Communications for caller interrogation and
dispatching of resources. LEMS Communications provides dispatch services to 12 fire departments and
Lake emergency medical services.
LEMS Communications functions 24 hours a day, 7days a week and is comprised of an all civilian
workforce as summarized in the figures below.
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Figure 2: 911 Communications Organizational Chart

Figure 3: 911 Authorized Positions
Classification

Approved
Positions

Chief communications officer

1

CAD administrator

1

Quality assurance/Training officer

1

Communications supervisor

4

Tele communicator II

8

Tele communicator I

20

TOTAL

35

In FY 2015, LEMS Communications reports handling 39,143 incoming calls to 911, 58,315 administrative
calls and 37,470 outgoing calls for total call activity of 134,928. The LEMS Communications Center is
accredited for emergency medical dispatch (EMD) and emergency fire dispatch (EFD) by the
International Academies of Emergency Dispatch (IAED). As of September 2016, world-wide, only 150
dispatch centers hold EMD accreditation and 28 agencies are accredited for EFD. Accreditation is an
industry best practice that requires complete adherence to a rigorous quality assurance / quality
improvement process. FITCH highly recommends that the communications center maintain these
accreditations.
The most challenging issue identified from discussions with dispatch personnel is the inconsistent fire
department dispatch policies and the lack of operational consistency between the various agencies. In
addition, automatic aid agreements between jurisdictions create increased delays when manually
determining which resources should respond. In many cases the closest resource is not recommended
due to these agreements.
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The current Lake County Public Safety Answering Points (PSAPs) and their areas of responsibility are
shown below. Typical of most jurisdictions, law enforcement agencies function as the primary PSAP and
serve as the 911 center that first answers an emergency call. When the incident type requires a
response from either EMS or fire rescue, the call is then transferred to the secondary PSAP currently
operated by Lake EMS.
Figure 4: Lake County Public Safety Answering Points (PSAPs)
Primary PSAPS
Agency
Lake County Sheriff’s Office
Astatula
Clermont
Howey-in-the-Hills
Fruitland Par
Town of Lady Lake
Mascotte

Eustis PD
Groveland PD
Leesburg PD
Mount Dora PD

Tavares
Umatilla
Eustis
Groveland
Leesburg
Mount Dora

Resources Dispatched
Law Enforcement

Law Enforcement
Law Enforcement
Law Enforcement
Law Enforcement

Secondary PSAP
Lake EMS Communications
Medical
Lake EMS

Ambulances

Clermont
Eustis
Fruitland Park
Groveland
Lake County Fire Rescue
Leesburg
Mascotte
Minneloa
Mount Dora
Town of Montverde
Tavares
Umatilla

Fire Resources
Fire Resources
Fire Resources
Fire Resources
Fire Resources
Fire Resources
Fire Resources
Fire Resources
Fire Resources
Fire Resources
Fire Resources
Fire Resources

Fire

The existing resources of staffing and budget for the communications center appear adequate. There
are no significant efficiencies that were identified in the current operation. Nonetheless, there are
potential effectiveness issues that can be achieved by consolidating this program area into Lake
County’s general government functions. The current personnel services budget for communications is
reflected below.
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Figure 5: Communications Center Budget Summary

Recommendations
Regardless of the policy alternative selected, the communications/dispatch function should be
transferred to the Lake County Communications and Technologies Division within the Public Safety
Department. This consolidates total responsibility for the County's radio system and public safety
dispatching functions within a single organizational entity. By formally becoming part of the Lake County
government, this transition should enhance collaboration with other County services, for example, GIS
services from the Information Technology Department. It is further expected the Public Safety
Department will enhance coordination of dispatching needs with other fire rescue agencies throughout
the county.
The County's budget office should consider minor adjustments to funding this program. Services are
currently funded from Lake EMS’s budget. Since Lake EMS provides services countywide, EMS related
services are appropriately funded by this mechanism. Consideration should be given to cost allocating
the fire related portion of dispatching services to County fire rescue and other municipal fire rescue
agencies.
The County should evaluate the Lake County Sheriff’s Office CAD system and evaluate any synergies that
may be available as the current Zoll CAD is replaced. Strong consideration should be given to enhancing
information sharing between public safety agencies. The County should explore the efficacy of sharing
of single CAD between law enforcement, fire-rescue and EMS services – or through the use of a CAD-toCAD interface.
As implementation of FloridaNet/FirstNet will begin this year, greater use of broadband public safety
devices within the field, and use of single or shared technology among public safety agencies within Lake
County, will enhance effectiveness among disparate public safety providers.
Staffing and structure of this program area currently seems appropriate and are recommended to be
transferred to Lake County government essentially ‘as is’. The Chief Communications Officer should
report to the County’s Division Manager. Lake County Human Resources should review and make
necessary minor adjustments to classification pay ranges to align with the County’s pay system.
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Assets/Fleet/Equipment
Current Organization & Operation
Lake EMS supports their current mission through use of a Support Services Department. The
responsibilities include fleet maintenance, facilities maintenance, purchasing and logistics. The existing
organizational framework, dedicated staffing and required funding for personnel costs are shown in the
Figures below.
Figure 6: Support Services Organizational Structure

Figure 7: Support Service Authorized Positions
Classification

Approved
Positions

Chief support services officer

1

Facilities maintenance tech

1

Fleet maintenance supervisor

1

Logistics technician

2

Procurement specialist

1

Vehicle maintenance techs

2

TOTAL

8

Figure 8: Support Services Budget Summary
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Lake EMS’s capital equipment includes 33 ambulances, 50 monitor defibrillators, 48 stretchers, and
associated other medical equipment. 2 For its current deployment and call demand, the current level of
capital equipment is appropriate and no substantial opportunities exist to reduce current levels of this
equipment.
Some reserve apparatus may be capable of being redeployed under one of the alternative consolidation
plans discussed later in this report. Any additionally required equipment will be identified under the
appropriate alternative consolidation plan.
Lake EMS vehicles are currently titled to Lake County government. Accordingly, no specific actions are
necessary under any consolidation alternative. For any capital equipment owned directly by Lake EMS,
they will need to transfer ownership to the County, specifically addressing any associated warranties or
service contracts. This will require Lake EMS to work with manufacturers and/or service providers to
transfer applicable warranties and service contracts.

Recommendations
Regardless of the policy alternative selected, both facilities and fleet maintenance should be transferred
to the Lake County Facilities and Fleet Maintenance Department as outlined below:




Fleet maintenance services for both the fire and EMS fleet should utilize mechanics who have
achieved certification as emergency vehicle technicians (EVT). This is a program designed for
those that are specifically trained in the maintenance and repair of emergency vehicles and have
an understanding of the specific rigors demanded on this type of fleet.
Logistics functions should be consolidated under the Public Safety Department. Greater
utilization of existing logistical support among fire and EMS stations will be enhanced by
removing duplication of effort between fire and EMS supervisors, as well as dedicated staff.

Regardless of the policy alternative selected, procurement responsibilities should become the
responsibility of the Lake County’s Fiscal and Administrative Services Department.
Staffing and structure of this program area currently seem appropriate and are recommended to be
transferred to Lake County government essentially ‘as is’. The Chief Support Services Officer position
should be reviewed by Human Resources, with assistance from the Facilities and Fleet Maintenance and
Fiscal and Administrative Services Departments to assess the need for this management position to be
maintained. Lake County Human Resources should further review and make necessary minor
adjustments to classification pay ranges to align with the County’s pay system.

2

Derived from Lake EMS information contained in workbook 17Feb23_Capital_Equipment_Information.xlsx
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Personnel
Overview
Under any of the alternatives considered here, the recommendation is that human resources,
communications/dispatch, facilities maintenance, procurement, fleet maintenance, information
technology and accounting responsibilities should all be transferred under the structure of the Lake
County general government.
For many of these program areas, the demand for staffing currently required by Lake EMS are expected
to be the same required during any initial consolidation process. Only in the areas of human resources,
information technology and accounting are there an expectation that efficiency can be achieved upon
transfer of responsibilities from Lake EMS.
Depending on the policy alternative pursued, Administration for Lake EMS will also require some level of
action. The potential also exists for patient billing to achieve efficiencies depending on opportunities to
contract the services out to a private vendor. Accordingly, these specific program areas are explored
separately below. For the remaining program areas, the transfer of responsibility takes the same
resources from Lake EMS and relocates them under Lake County general government.

Human Resources
As noted in the table below, Lake EMS has four dedicated human resource employees with an average
personnel services cost for each of these employees at $87,845. With a total workforce of 208
employees, this provides a workforce per HR employee ratio of 52:1. Lake County government has eight
dedicated human resource employees with a slightly lower cost per HR employee. The County’s human
resources program is arguably more efficient based on the workforce per HR employee ratio. While
there are differences in employee characteristics such as turnover rates, etc., there is an opportunity to
achieve efficiency in this program area.

HR Employees

Total
Workforce

Workforce per
HR Employee

Avg Personnel
Svcs / HR
Employee

Lake EMS

4

208

52.0

$87,845

Lake County

8

742

92.8

$83,902

Accounting
Lake EMS’s financial services-accounting function currently employs two positions, a financial
analyst/accountant and a payroll specialist. These positions report to the Lake EMS Chief Financial
Officer. Lake EMS also maintains their own payroll system. Efficiencies are likely available through
consolidation with the Clerk of the Court, rather than maintaining separate systems.
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Information Technology
Lake EMS currently allocates four personnel to information technology. This includes a chief
information officer, database analyst, security and lead systems engineer, and an installation and
configuration technician. Figure XX shows some basic metrics for Lake EMS’s information technology
program compared to the County’s. Though it is noted that some applications such as geographic
information systems (GIS) data is maintained and provided exclusively by the County.

IT Employees

Total
Workforce

Workforce per
IT Employee

Avg Personnel
Svcs / IT
Employee

Lake EMS

4

208

52.0

$104,934

Lake County

26

742

28.5

$79,037

Several unique characteristics are present in the Lake EMS information technology program. The
current operation must support a mission-critical 911 center and HIPAA secure EMS reporting and billing
system. Nonetheless, the cost to provide such services, as determined by the average cost per IT
employee, is significantly greater for Lake EMS than the County operation. It was also noted that Lake
EMS information technology personnel, while paid significantly higher than their average counterpart in
the County, must still troubleshoot technology problems that could easily be handled by a less skilled
technician. This is representative of the efficiencies that could be obtained by consolidating Lake EMS’s
standalone information technology department into that of the County’s.

Employee Healthcare/Benefits Transition
The table below summarizes healthcare and benefits for both field personnel and administrative
employees. As represented, Lake EMS currently takes advantage of the County’s healthcare programs.
The major differences in benefits revolves around time off. The County provides greater amount of time
off for its employees. The county provides one additional holiday per year, and for field personnel within
the fire rescue division, they earn on average 50 hours more per year in paid time off (annual and sick
leaves). In total, based on average wages paid per EMS field employee, this provides an estimated value
of $163,659. 3 However, it should be noted that under Alternative 1 and Alternative 2 it is anticipated
that upon transfer to County government these differentials in paid time off, and the associated value,
will be lost as former EMS employees enjoy the slightly increased paid time off.

3

Wages paid to EMS field employees averaged to derive an hourly rate and applied to the differential in paid time off.
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Figure 9: Comparison of Non-Retirement Benefits 4
Benefit
Life, Health Vision
Worker's Comp
General Liability
Holidays
Time Off (assume 10-yr
employee)
Paid Days Off (PDO)
Annual Leave
Sick Leave
Total Available Time Off

LEMS
County plan
0.0522
County plan
11

LCFR
County plan
0.0622
County plan
12

334.1
-

256.9

-

127.3

334.1

384.2

LEMS Regular
Class
County plan

County Regular
Class
County plan

County plan
11

County plan
12

216.1
121.7
96.1
216.1

217.8

Pension, Retirement Plan Transition Options
The most significant fiscal impact under Alternatives 1 and 2 is the cost associated with increased
pension costs for EMTs and paramedics transferring their employer from Lake EMS to Lake County
government.
Upon transferring employment from Lake EMS to Lake County government, employees would then fall
under the Florida Retirement System (FRS). Former Lake EMS personnel would have five months after
becoming a County employee to elect either the defined contribution plan under FRS, or the FRS defined
benefit plan. Certified EMTs and paramedics are classified as special risk employees, and entitled under
the defined benefit plan to a higher benefit multiplier. For purposes of this analysis, it is assumed that all
employees transferring into FRS would select the defined benefit plan. For administrative personnel,
they are classified under FRS as "regular class" employees.
The table below reflects retirement costs for both the employer and employee, comparing the Lake EMS
current retirement program against FRS. For purposes of this analysis, it is assumed all employees
coming under FRS will be impacted by the 3% employee contribution required under the state program.
This approach is consistent with the County’s approach when FRS was initially modified to require 3%
employee contributions. As can be seen from the information, the employer contribution will
significantly increase for EMTs and paramedics classified as special risk. The incremental difference
between Lake EMS’s current 8% retirement cost, and the County’s anticipated 22.57% retirement cost
for special risk employees will impact the budget by 14.57%. With wages of $6.4 million for field
personnel wages alone, the increased pension cost for Lake EMS personnel is estimated at $935,644.

Derived from "Summary Personnel Information for Lake EMS"; LCFR Labor Agreement and Lake County Employment Policies
Manual

4
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Benefit
Retirement
Employer contribution
Employee pays

LEMS

LCFR

LEMS Regular
Class

County Regular
Class

8.00%
0.00%

22.57%
3.00%

8.00%
0.00%

7.52%
3.00%

Transition of Workman's Compensation claims, if applicable
The issue of changing worker’s compensation insurance carriers is not an unusual circumstance. And
while it will depend on the specifics of the existing plans covering EMS and fire rescue employees, the
industry generally assigns risk to the insurance carrier providing coverage at the time of injury.
Accordingly, the assumption is that any claims made by EMS personnel prior to consolidation will
continue to be covered by the existing policy in force at the time of injury.

Payroll, discipline, employee fire integration, etc.
To evaluate and model the impact of alternative consolidation models, payroll data from both Lake
County Fire Rescue and Lake EMS were obtained. Full payroll data for 2016 was utilized, and because of
different payroll systems and payroll methodologies, an approach of full wages - as reported on an
employee’s W-2 - were utilized for the analysis and represented in the tables below.
The Figure below reflects wages and retirement costs for Lake EMS employees who staff emergency
vehicles. As reflected later, these employees maintain a single certification to function as either an
emergency medical technician (EMT) or as a paramedic. Figure XX reflects similar information for Lake
County Fire Rescue. However, these employees maintain dual certification – certified to function as an
EMT or paramedic, as well as a certified firefighter. Finally, Figure XX reflects the impact of Alternative 1
or Alternative 2 where Lake EMS employees are transferred to positions under FRS. In this case, while
total wages would remain the same, retirement cost are adjusted to reflect the required FRS
contribution.
Figure 10: Current Single Certification Employee Costs
EMT
Count of Records
Average Pay

Paramedic

Paramedic/FTO

District Chief

Assistant
Chief

77

54

13

7

3

$13,893.78

$22,112.06

$24,683.75

$34,206.51

$74,285.06

Avg OT

$7,760.04

$14,553.44

$17,790.37

$26,839.75

$-

Avg Other Pay

$5,877.26

$12,745.17

$22,295.33

$23,425.83

$12,103.33

$27,531.08

$49,410.67

$64,769.46

$84,472.09

$86,388.40

$2,202.49

$3,952.85

$5,181.56

$6,757.77

$6,911.07

$29,733.57

$53,363.53

$69,951.01

$91,229.86

$93,299.47

W2 Pay
Retirement Costs
Wages + Retirement
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Figure 11: Current Dual Certification Employee Costs

FF/EMT
Count of Records
Average Pay
Avg OT
Avg Other Pay

FF/Paramedic

Fire
Lieutenant /
EMT

Fire
Lieutenant /
Paramedic

Battalion
Chief

99

49

34

15

8

$37,420.17

$46,046.04

$55,105.38

$58,139.06

$69,858.76

$7,232.91

$10,406.27

$11,119.08

$12,748.64

$22,244.54

$785.00

$784.38

$741.43

$744.00

$600.00

W2 Pay

$45,438.08

$57,236.69

$66,965.88

$71,631.70

$92,703.31

Retirement Costs

$10,255.37

$12,918.32

$15,114.20

$16,167.27

$20,923.14

Wages+ Retirement

$55,693.45

$70,155.01

$82,080.08

$87,798.97

$113,626.44

Figure 12: Future Single Certification Employee Costs
EMT

Paramedic/FTO

District Chief

77

54

13

7

3

$13,893.78

$22,112.06

$24,683.75

$34,206.51

$74,285.06

$7,760.04

$14,553.44

$17,790.37

$26,839.75

$-

Count of Records
Average Pay
Avg OT
Avg Other Pay
W2 Pay
Retirement Costs
Wages + Retirement

Paramedic

Assistant
Chief

$5,877.26

$12,745.17

$22,295.33

$23,425.83

$12,103.33

$27,531.08

$49,410.67

$64,769.46

$84,472.09

$86,388.40

$6,213.76

$11,151.99

$14,618.47

$19,065.35

$19,497.86

$33,744.84

$60,562.66

$79,387.92

$103,537.44

$105,886.26

Finally, the Figure below reflects the difference in cost between a single certified position and the
equivalent dual certified position, reflecting both the difference in average wages and increased pension
costs. These impacts from the basis for the fiscal impact reflected in various deployment options
explored later in this report.
Figure 13: Difference Between Single Certified Versus Dual Certified - Wages and Retirement 5

Single Certified
Position

Dual Certified
Position

EMS
Average
Pay

Fire Average
Pay

Average Pay
Difference

Increased
Pension Cost
(Fire over
EMS)

Total Impact
- Dual
Certified
Over Single
Certified

EMT

FF/EMT

$27,531.08

$45,438.08

$17,907.00

$8,052.89

$25,959.89

Paramedic

FF/PM

$49,410.67

$57,236.69

$7,826.01

$8,965.47

$16,791.48

Paramedic FTO

Fire
Lieutenant/PM

$64,769.46

$71,631.70

$6,862.24

$10,985.72

$17,847.96

District Chief

Battalion Chief

$84,472.09

$92,703.31

$8,231.21

$14,165.37

$22,396.58

5

Pension Impact calculated by taking full retirement cost for fire position and reducing by EMS's 8% retirement contribution on
EMS pay
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Recommendations
Lake EMS’s human resources responsibilities should be transferred to the County’s human resources
department. The County should be able to handle the additionally required workload with two of the
incumbent positions. The County should attempt to transfer the remaining two human resources
employees to appropriate vacancies elsewhere in County government based on an assessment of
experience, education and training.
Lake County’s general government is provided accounting services through the Clerk of the Court’s
office. Lake EMS’s accounting responsibilities should be transferred to the Clerk of the Court, and
integrated fully into the Board of County Commissioners accounting framework. Both positions
currently dedicated to accounting work should be transferred concurrent with the responsibilities.
Lake EMS’s information technology program should be consolidated with the Lake County Information
Technology Department. Because of complexities and existing technologies within Lake EMS, and end of
life for several important applications in 2018, all four personnel from Lake EMS should initially move
into the County’s operation. In slotting these employees into appropriate County classifications,
attention should be paid to the additional needs placed on the County’s Information Technology
Department, and not existing salaries of Lake EMS incumbents. Based on the data presented above, it is
anticipated salary savings are available even if all incumbents are transferred. Upon a more detailed
analysis by the County’s Human Resources and Information Technology Departments, there should be
an opportunity to consolidate or eliminate a position in the future.

Facilities
A review of the facilities was provided with the Phase 1 Report. Specific to this phase of the report
concerning fire and ems consolidation, LCFR evaluated their existing facilities and provided their
recommended deployment strategies, in part, based on their ability to accommodate the additional
personnel and/or apparatus.
A discussion on the location of facilities and posts were provided in detail in the “Deployment” sections
of both Phases 1 and 2 of this report.
Overall, LCFR is actively managing their Capital Improvements Plan (CIP) to address future station needs
and as a five year rolling average should be able to adjust accordingly if their service delivery model
changes.

EMS Billing
This highly specialized function requiring personnel and oversight with specific knowledge and expertise.
Lake EMS currently requires 8 FTEs to generate an estimate $13.6 million in revenues.
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Typical of most large providers in Florida, Medicare fees account for the largest percentage of transport
revenues. Along with Medicaid, these two sources generate 71% of ambulance revenues. as most
commercial insurance companies significantly follow Medicare/Medicaid guidelines, significant expertise
and experience with these programs is of paramount importance. As reflected in Lake EMS’s FY 2017
budget, revenues from ambulance transport are shown below.
Figure 14: Transport Revenues - FY 2017

Lake EMS’s current patient billing operations, and the cost to conduct them, are reflected in the table
below. Because of the complexity involved in this program area it is not possible to provide a
comprehensive assessment of the current program's effectiveness. However, with a collection cost of
5.1%, the program appears to be efficiently managed.
Figure 15: Patient Billing Metrics
Metric
Total Revenues
Costs for Collection
Collection Costs as %
# Employees

Value
$13,675,092
$700,036
5.1%
8

Notwithstanding the above, a significant number of other EMS providers in Florida, as well as
throughout the United States, utilize external contractors who specialize in ambulance billing services
for government. These programs may provide certain economies of scale related to accessing patient
databases and database technologies that facilitate more effective collection efforts. Based on FITCH’s
understanding and experience in the current ambulance billing market, there is a possibility of Lake
County being able to effectively outsource ambulance billing services at a slightly reduced cost. Should
the County decide to contract ambulance billing services, it will still require a smaller contingent of
personnel to oversee the program's administration. These costs must also be factored into any final
decision. Accordingly, oversight of this program area should remain a direct responsibility of Lake EMS
or the County – regardless of the ultimate policy decision
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Ambulance Billing (FY 2017)
Metric
Total Revenues
Costs for Collection
Collection Costs as %
# Employees

Value
$13,675,092
$700,036
5.1%
8

Recommendation
Lake County should prepare and advertise a request for proposals (RFP) for ambulance billing services.
There is a myriad of factors to consider when contemplating outsourcing of ambulance billing services.
The County should research thoroughly the environment before making any policy decisions.

Licensing
No anticipated issues are anticipated with licensing issues, which include a COPCN from the Lake County
Board of County Commissioners and the State of Florida EMS Office. Under Alternatives 1 and 2, these
administrative updates can be addressed easily with the appropriate governmental offices.

Reporting and Recordkeeping
Lake EMS presently utilizes Zoll as their CAD, records management system and billing systems. Until this
system is replaced, the existing software should remain the single reporting system and, as needed, be
expanded to Lake County Fire Rescue and other ALS providers as required.
As the County determines its future policy alternative, a collaborative process should be undertaken
with stakeholders to identify characteristics desired in the next software product.

Contracts
Lake EMS has identified 147 existing contracts / interlocal agreements and a variety of service
agreements that may be impacted by consolidation with Lake County general government. 45 are
interlocal agreements with other governmental entities, including the Lake County Commission itself.
Lake EMS has also examined various service contracts and assessed if they could be assigned or
terminated by Lake EMS. Summaries of these agreements are contained in Attachment B.
The County Attorney’s office should examine these agreements/contracts and draft the appropriate
transfer or other appropriate amendments for the appropriate parties to execute. Of the 12 service
contracts, 6 are transferable and the remaining all allow for Lake EMS to opt-out or terminate the
agreements generally within 60 days, with some property leases up to 180 days. Certain vehicle title
registrations and SunPass account transfers with the State of Florida will be required at an estimated
cost of $10,126.
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After review of these documents, there are no identified agreements that significantly inhibit any of the
policy alternatives identified herein.

Deployment
The execution required to achieve the desired service level from the associated deployment plan is a
primary consideration. Therefore, the process strategy for this comparison was to allow LCFR to present
their most cost effective and efficient deployment strategy. LCFR’s plan was then compared and
contrasted with the recommendations from Phase 1 for Lake EMS and LCFR transporting in the rural
areas.
LCFR presented their plan with the general stipulation that they would provide the services in the same
manner as Lake EMS to the greatest extent possible. This would include deploying dynamically (in
geographic areas, but not necessarily from a fire station) and utilizing staggered 12-hour shifts to
supplement the traditional 24-hour units. In addition, LCFR offered some efficiencies in cross-staffed or
dual trained personnel by re-allocating up to five personnel per shift to staff ambulances for either 12
hours or 24 hours depending on their assignment. In other words, some current firefighters may work
on an ambulance during their assigned peak period and then return to their original fire suppression
assignment during the non-peak hours. Other members may be permanently assigned to an ambulance
assignment. In each of these scenarios, the minimum staffing for most fire suppression apparatus would
not drop below two personnel.
The remaining operational personnel needed to provide patient transportation services would consist of
single-certification members (EMTs/Paramedics) that are not firefighter certified. It is understood that
some personnel may already be dual-certified, and some previous Lake EMS employees may elect to
seek their firefighter certification within the first year.
The two deployment plans between Lake EMS (Phase 1) and LCFR are equal in the total potential
capacity each day as each agency has the capacity for up to 25 ambulances. Lake EMS has guaranteed
the peak of 23 ambulances each day and when staffing is sufficient, deploy an additional two 24-hour
units for a total of 25. LCFR is able to provide 22 ambulances at peak with the guaranteed additional
three cross-staffed units from Stations 13, 78, and 111. If the demand for service required these three
cross-staffed units to deploy, these fire stations would take the fire suppression apparatus out of service
and the crews would staff ambulances that would respond where needed and post in the locations of
highest probability.
Figure 16: Comparison of Lake EMS and LCFR Deployment Strategies

24-Hour
Ambulances

12 or 13 Hour
Ambulances

13
14

10
8

Lake EMS
LCFR
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There are three areas that could impact service delivery and escalate costs of the LCFR proposal. First, a
carry forward item from Phase 1 of this report was the recognition that several of the 24-hour units
currently deployed by Lake EMS are at or near the upper recommended threshold for workload and the
recommendation would remain consistent for either Lake EMS or LCFR that some of the 24-hour units
convert to 12 or 13 hour units to better manage workload and add capacity into the system. As a
reminder, Figure below is reproduced here for clarity.
When referring to the unit utilization figure below, any of the units identified by the dark blue columns
that are above or between the green shaded horizontal lines will need to be converted in the future.
Since the community demands for service drive the workload, LCFR will have commensurate workload
distribution challenges for some of their units. The anticipated additional personnel required to provide
24-hour coverage, with two 12-hour units, will be three additional total FTEs per unit converted. For
example, with LCFR’s current workweek and leave history, optimal staffing would require 7 personnel to
staff a two person 24-hour ambulance. The optimal staffing for two 12-hour units to cover the 24-hour
work period will require a total of 10 personnel; an addition of three personnel.
Figure 17: Lake EMS Units: Unit Hour Utilization
0.45

Unit Hour Utilization by Lake EMS Units

0.40

Utilization Rate

0.35
0.30
0.25
0.20
0.15
0.10
0.05
0.00

221 251 141 121 171 222 321 211 261 142 151 241 351 101 271 361 131 161 231 331 311 412

UHU

Unit

IAFF

Fitch

Note: Dark blue columns indicates a 24-hour unit

Secondly, LCFR presented a hybrid approach to their deployment that requires some clarification and
consideration, at least with respect to a direct comparison to the Phase 1 recommendations for Lake
EMS. LCFR utilizes 21 fire station locations to provide bases and quarters for the ambulances in a similar
manner as Lake EMS currently deploys with 22 stations. The station locations identified by LCFR’s
proposal were made with both consideration for aligning with Phase 1 post locations and the current
capacity of the fire stations to house personnel and apparatus. However, the option for LCFR to
transport in the rural areas was largely consumed in the effort to maximize efficiencies to generate the
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number of required ambulances. For example, while some of the stations identified are in the rural
areas, the units may be working anywhere in the county as a dynamically deployed system.
From this perspective, the LCFR deployment plan is expected to mirror Lake EMS’ expected performance
for 90% of the urban calls within 10 minutes and 95% of the rural calls within 13 minutes. The modeled
performance described here would require LCFR to deploy from the 11 recommended locations
identified in Phase 1. Therefore, the total fleet capacity, in large part, would be deployed dynamically
back to, or near, the 11 recommended post locations regardless of their reporting stations and mirroring
Lake EMS’ performance, but not commensurately addressing the rural transport component. The Figure
below demonstrates that the LCFR plan and the Phase 1 plan are able to produce the same capacity (25
ambulances) for the 10-minute urban and 13-minute rural response parameters and will cover 95% of all
calls within the county within that performance objective. However, the rural stations were utilized to
achieve the 25 ambulances in LCFR’s proposal. If the policy direction were to improve the rural
transport performance, the LCFR plan would be challenged to do so as presented.
Figure 18: Comparison of Lake EMS and LCFR Deployment Strategies with Phase 1 Rural Transport
24-Hour
Ambulances

12 or 13 Hour
Ambulances

Float or CrossStaffed
Ambulances

Total
Ambulances
Deployed –
Phase 1
without Rural

Dedicated
Rural
Stations

Total
Deployed
with Rural
Stations

Phase 1

13

10

2

25

6 to 8

31 to 33

LCFR

14

8

3

25

0

25

Although the LCFR plan didn’t directly, or wholly, address the rural transport component, LCFR would
have some capacity to do so more closely aligned with Phase 1 recommendations. Without any
additional personnel costs from what was presented, LCFR could generate a total of eight (8) crossstaffed rural transport units in an identical manner as presented in Phase 1 with Rural Transport. By in
large, the rural stations that had units identified may serve as a reporting location before entering into
the dynamically deployed system. If there were any rural areas that would have a dedicated transport
unit, then additional resources would need to be purchased in the LCFR model.
Utilizing Station 10 (Astor) as an example, the LCFR plan has a 24-hour dual certified transport unit
assigned to Station 10 in the LCFR proposed deployment model. If LCFR intends to leave this unit
dedicated to Station 10 and not subject to the countywide deployment, then the net effect is that the
LCFR deployment model would reduce to 13 24-hour units and 8 Peak Hour Units (PHU) to cover the
baseline services. This would be two less PHU’s deployed each day and approximately 9,940 less unit
hours deployed per year.
The available cross-staffed resources in LCFR’s proposal would consume these hours. However, the net
effect to the system would be a higher probability of being deployed anywhere in the county and
simultaneously voiding fire protection in those areas. The FITCH team provided suggested alterations to
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the LCFR plan that should ensure similar performance between Lake EMS Phase 1 with Rural Transport.
These adjustments would not require additional personnel and are within the current capacity of the
LCFR proposal.
Figure 19: Comparison of Lake EMS and LCFR Deployment Strategies with Phase 1 Rural Transport

Station 10
Station 11
Station 13
Station 15
Station 76
Station 78
Station 83
Station 110
Station 111
Total Rural Ambulances

Lake EMS
Phase 1

LCFR Proposed
Plan

Suggested
Alterations to the
LCFR Plan 6

1

17

18

1

0

1

1
1
1
0
1
1
1
8

1
19
0
1
0
1 10
1
2

1
1
1
1
6

Finally, it is important to recognize that the LCFR model, as presented, would require a strong
commitment to dynamic deployment to both ensure commensurate performance and remain within
reasonable variance of cost projections. Largely, the variability in rural transport can be overcome
within the LCFR plan. However, if LCFR found it difficult to maintain the dynamic aspect to the
deployment plan and migrated to a more traditional static fire-based EMS model, then either additional
resources would be required or a reduction in service would be realized.
For example, the Phase 1 optimized model that both Lake EMS and LCFRA were compared is recreated
here for your convenience. The marginal utility analysis was completed to evaluate the potential of an
optimized deployment plan for Phase 1 with a 10-minute urban (including the old suburban) and a 13minute rural travel time at the 90th percentile. The following table demonstrates that 11 geographic
posts are capable of responding to 90% of all EMS calls in the county within a 10-minute travel time
(indicated by the highlighted line). Then utilizing the same posts with a 13-minute travel time, the
provider could cover approximately 95% of all of the county EMS incidents. This would be a significant
improvement for the suburban and rural areas with only approximately 5% of the incidents outside of
this performance window. Results are presented in the tables and figures below. Additionally, GIS

All units recommended in this column are for cross-staffed apparatus, no additional personnel.
24-Hour Unit but is part of the system make-up for baseline services and may be drawn away from Station 10s area.
8 Recommend cross staffing this station, but re-assign the FD dual certified 24 hour unit to an area of higher need.
9 Peak Hour Unit but would be primarily deployed away from the rural area.
10 Peak Hour Unit but would be primarily deployed away from the rural area.
6
7
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output is presented that show the response coverage that includes both the six stations and eight
stations models as the figures that follow.
Table 1: Optimized 10-Minute Urban/ 13-Minute Rural Travel Time for Lake EMS
Rank

Post Number

Class

Post Capture

Total Capture

Percent Capture

1

1

U

10658

10658

23.23%

2

2

U

10438

21096

45.97%

3

3

U

7556

28652

62.44%

4

4

U

3017

31669

69.02%

5

5

U

2538

34207

74.55%

6

6

U

1537

35744

77.90%

7

7

U

1347

37091

80.83%

8

8

U

1223

38314

83.50%

9

9

U

1213

39527

86.14%

10

10

U

969

40496

88.25%

11

11

U

823

41319

90.05%

12

3

R

678

41997

91.52%

13

8

R

296

42293

92.17%

14

1

R

278

42571

92.77%

15

4

R

266

42837

93.35%

16

10

R

230

43067

93.85%

17

5

R

161

43228

94.21%

18

6

R

135

43363

94.50%

19

11

R

131

43494

94.79%

20

9

R

28

43522

94.85%

21

7

R

4

43526

94.85%
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Figure 20: Optimized 10-Minute Urban/13-Minute Rural Deployment for Lake EMS
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Figure 21: Optimized 10/13 Lake EMS with 6-Station LCFR
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Figure 22: Optimized 10/13 Lake EMS with 8-Station LCFR Deployment

As previously stated, LCFR should be able to mirror Lake EMS performance within their proposed model
adopting the suggested alternatives. However, if LCFR were to deploy from their physical locations then
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the performance would be diminished from Phase 1 recommendations to more closely replicate current
Lake EMS performance. If the desired service level follows the Phase 1 Optimized deployment plan,
then LCFR would require approximately eight (8) additional ambulances to maintain performance. In
fact, it would require all 21-station locations to cover 87% of the incidents within 10 minutes or less, a
three percent urban reduction and a one percent rural reduction from the 11-station model.
Table 2: Optimized 10-Minute Urban/ 13-Minute Rural Travel Time for LCFR
Rank

Post Number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36

EU22
LC53
BC90
LC70
LC82
LC52
LC72
LC14
LC27
LC112
LC109
LC71
LC39
LC59
LC77
LC10
LC15
LC54
LC110
LC20
FR56
BC90
LC77
LC82
LC14
EU22
LC53
LC15
LC72
LC39
LC52
LC109
LC27
LC112
LC54
LC10
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Class

Post Capture

U
U
U
U
U
U
U
U
U
U
U
U
U
U
U
U
U
U
U
U
U
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R

8832
8106
5869
3005
2286
2077
1873
1270
1264
1236
821
683
630
570
491
343
301
114
82
35
3
1234
656
426
162
137
136
135
111
98
70
68
19
16
7
5
Page 28

Total Capture

Percent Capture

8832
16938
22807
25812
28098
30175
32048
33318
34582
35818
36639
37322
37952
38522
39013
39356
39657
39771
39853
39888
39891
41125
41781
42207
42369
42506
42642
42777
42888
42986
43056
43124
43143
43159
43166
43171
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19.25%
36.91%
49.70%
56.25%
61.23%
65.76%
69.84%
72.61%
75.36%
78.06%
79.85%
81.33%
82.71%
83.95%
85.02%
85.77%
86.42%
86.67%
86.85%
86.93%
86.93%
89.62%
91.05%
91.98%
92.33%
92.63%
92.93%
93.22%
93.46%
93.68%
93.83%
93.98%
94.02%
94.05%
94.07%
94.08%

Rank

Post Number
37
38
39
40

LC110
FR56
LC70
LC71

Class

Post Capture

R
R
R
R

Total Capture
4
4
4
2

Percent Capture

43175
43179
43183
43185

Figure 23: LCFR Deployment Plan - 10 Minute Urban / 13 Minute Rural
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94.09%
94.10%
94.11%
94.11%

Figure 24: LCFR Deployment Including Adaptive Staffed Stations - 10 Minute Urban and 13 Minute Rural
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Finally, another method to articulate the anticipated impact of changing from a dynamic model to a static model would be to review the
relationship between staffing, demand for services, and the geographic deployment locations. Figure XX below demonstrates that the combined
demand for both services and geographic coverage for a 10 minute urban and 13-minute rural performance objective would require up to eight
(8) additional units that would drive considerable cost escalations. In other words, the “geo-demand” columns exceed the two staffing lines of
“staffing” and “staffing +2”. Anytime the staffing is less than the combined demand and geography, the system will not meet the desired
performance. However, sufficient resources are provided where all calls should be answered, but not within the prescribed performance
window.
Figure 25: LCFR Static Deployment Impact from Dynamic

LCFR Static Deployment
35.00
30.00
25.00
20.00
15.00
10.00
5.00
0.00

Demand
Geo-Demand
Staffing
Staffing +2
0 4 8 12 16 20 0 4 8 12 16 20 0 4 8 12 16 20 0 4 8 12 16 20 0 4 8 12 16 20 0 4 8 12 16 20 0 4 8 12 16 20
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Budget: Funding, Transitional Costs and Fiscal Impacts
The County’s current use of both ad valorem and non-ad valorem taxes, along with other miscellaneous
revenues appears appropriate for funding fire rescue services. EMS revenues are predominantly based
on ambulance transport fees. Operationally, both fire-rescue and EMS services are delivered in an
effective and efficient manner. Accordingly, the major fiscal issues that arise from this analysis are
driven by the policy alternative pursued.
The Figure below summarizes the short-term financial impact for each policy alternative – as based
upon changes from the current costs to provide fire and EMS services.
Figure 26: Budget Impact by Policy Alternative
Retirement Costs

Alternative 1

Alternative 2

$944,215

$944,215

$(83,097)

$(83,097)

Alternative 3

EMS - Adjust PHU
Deployment 11
Fire – Contingency plus
additional personnel
costs
EMS - Increased leave
accruals
Administrative/Support
Adjustments
Total Budget Impact

$(83,097)

$745,815

$163,659

$163,659

$(428,865)

$(428,865)

$(279,278)

$595,912

$1,341,726

$(362,375)

Alternative 1 consolidates Lake EMS under the County’s Public Safety Department as a new division.
The major impact comes from increased pension costs related to EMTs and paramedics moving from the
existing 401 retirement program into FRS as special risk employees. Based on slightly greater leave
accruals, the impact for additional time off is also calculated and shown above. Offsets to these
increased costs are a minor adjustment to PHU deployment and administrative/support efficiencies.
Alternative 2 consolidates Lake EMS under the County’s Fire-Rescue Division and creates a fully
integrated fire-rescue & EMS system. The major impacts are retirement costs as noted previously, and
the additional resource needed to cover some added unit hours along with the contingency to address
some level of anticipated migration of personnel from single certified roles to dual certified roles within
the first year. Offsets to these increased costs are similar to those in Alternative 1.

11

By adding 4 FTEs to EMS, an additional peak-hour unit can be deployed.
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This alternative continues to utilize a significant number of single-certified EMTs and paramedics in the short-term. Based on county
consolidations that have occurred elsewhere, it should be anticipated that as attrition occurs, a greater percentage of the workforce would
become dual-certified firefighter/paramedics. This trend will increase long-term costs to a greater degree than reflected above. Under
Alternative 2, the full impact on wages and retirement are difficult to assess for any specific future date. As single certified personnel are
integrated into Fire Rescue, many of these positions will eventually become dual certified. This will happen both through 1) attrition, and 2) the
desire of EMS incumbents to attend fire school to gain their fire fighter certification. While the timing of this migration from single certification
to dual certification is an open question, the impact is not. The cost all single certified personnel becoming dual certified is estimated at
$3,204,864 additional over today’s current costs as presented as Figure XX below. On an efficiency basis, long-term it may be possible for field
supervision to be consolidated. Once they are dual-certified and experienced, a single supervisor may be able to manage both fire and EMS
based services, thereby reducing the need for separate supervisory oversight.
Figure 27: Difference Between Single Certification Versus Dual Certification - Wages and Retirement

Single
Certified
Position

Dual
Certified
Position

EMS Average
Pay

Fire Average
Pay

Average Pay
Difference

Increased
Pension Cost
(Fire over
EMS)

Total Impact Dual Certified
Over Single
Certified

Position
County from
Single
Certification
Table

Extended Total
Impact

EMT

FF/EMT

$27,531.08

$45,438.08

$17,907.00

$8,052.89

$25,959.89

77

$1,998,911.30

Paramedic

FF/PM

$49,410.67

$57,236.69

$7,826.01

$8,965.47

$16,791.48

54

$906,739.83

Paramedic
FTO

Fire
Lieutenant/
PM

$64,769.46

$71,631.70

$6,862.24

$10,985.72

$17,847.96

13

$232,023.45

District
Chief

Battalion
Chief

$84,472.09

$92,703.31

$8,231.21

$14,165.37

$22,396.58

3

$67,189.75
$3,204,864.33
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LCFR proposed a parsimonious model that would require an additional 123 personnel. After evaluating
their plan FITCH concurs with the aggregate number of personnel based on the proposed configuration
of 24-hour and 12-hour units. Therefore, some efficiencies in personnel between the two agencies may
be realized, however, the increased costs of personnel continue to drive the net costs between
approximately $889,825 and $1,281,680 depending on the immediate availability of dual certified
personnel on Lake EMS’ roster. Similar to the Figure above, the total eventual costs (in today’s dollars)
for an all dual-certified workforce is $3,035,338. Therefore, FITCH has included a 20% contingency for
members that may either have or obtain their dual certifications within the first year, at $607,068.
Alternative 3 maintains Lake EMS as a separate entity, but contemplates their contracting out most
administrative and support functions. In this scenario, it is anticipated some efficiencies will occur
through minor optimization of PHU units, and through changes in administrative and support functions.
Unlike the other alternatives, this alternative maintains the current administration as reflected in the
Figure below. There is no anticipated retirement cost impact as noted in the other alternatives.
Figure 28: Administrative/Support Budget Impact
Budget Impact

Notes

Human Resources

$(175,690)

Two less positions required

Information
Technology

$(103,588)

Adjust wages to County average

Administration

$(149,587)

Alternative 1 & 2 only – Reduce
Overall Administrative Oversight

Total Budget Impact

$(428,865)

Recommendations
FITCH makes no formal recommendation related to the alternative policy options outlined herein. The
information in this report is intended to provide a framework for consideration by policy-makers in
contemplating a future direction for fire-rescue and EMS services within Lake County.
Regardless of the policy alternative pursued, administrative and support functions currently done by
Lake EMS should largely be handled by Lake County general government. There are likely long-term
efficiencies that can also be achieved beyond those defined above.
The County should evaluate funding for Communications / Dispatch services dedicated to the provision
of fire-related dispatching services. Approximately 80% of the activity in the center is related to EMS
incidents and the remaining 20% towards fire-based incidents. With a FY 2017 budget of $2,235,195
this equates to $447,039 of costs can reasonably to allocated to providing fire-related dispatch services.
Lake County Fire-Rescue accounts for approximately 43% of the total workload within
communications/dispatch.
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Implementation Schedule
Each policy alternative has slightly different considerations regarding implementation, and concurrently
a number of similarities. Optimally, structuring a consolidation to the October 1st fiscal year would be
desirable, but not absolutely essential. Accordingly, the following issues will impact the implementation
timeline.
All alternatives recommend contracting out/consolidating administrative and support functions to Lake
County general government. It is anticipated that many of the functions will remain physically located
where they exist today (e.g. communications/dispatch). Accordingly, the major issues are a new
reporting structure and general human resources issues. The change in reporting structure, while
perhaps concerning for the parties involved, has little concern from an administrative perspective.
General human resource issues that arise here include the transfer of employment from one entity to
another, concerns regarding exact job title and pay, etc. Employees will rightly have concerns and
questions which should be largely addressed before changes are fully implemented. Depending on the
policy alternative pursued, County Human Resources staff, with assistance from the County Attorney’s
Office and impacted departments, will need to research issues and meet with various employee groups.
The County should plan on a minimum of 6 months for this process to occur under Alternative 3. Should
full consolidation occur, which includes all Lake EMS’s current workforce, then an additional 2 months
will likely be required to engage the larger employee workforce.
The County Human Resources Department should be the lead agency handling all consolidation/transfer
issues. These human resources related issues require careful consideration of any issues that arise from
any each employee. County staff should be made available to meet individually with employees to
answer questions after general informational meetings and materials are provided.
Changes that may occur mid-fiscal year can be handled through budget amendments and other
administrative actions. This should occur only after issues are clearly defined and agreements or
Commission agenda items are fully vetted.
While it is important to be respectful to those impacted by potential change, it must be noted that for
most employees, their day-to-day jobs will remain largely intact. The basic framework under which
these vital public safety services are delivered today will remain quite similar – to both the public and
employees.
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ATTACHMENT A: CURRENT ORGANIZATIONAL CHARTS – LAKE
COUNTY PUBLIC SAFETY AND LAKE EMS
Lake County Public Safety Department
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Lake EMS Organizational Chart – FY 2017
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ATTACHMENT B: LAKE EMS EXISTING CONTRACTS AND
AGREEMENTS
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